Meeting of the Community Committee of Cheticamp-LeMoine
10 March 2015

Present: Lyne Larade, Paul Gallant, Denise Arsenault, Marcel Aucoin, Stéfan Sogne,
Alcida Landry, Perry Muise, Marie Aucoin, Lynn Deveaux, William Roach, Michele
Pothier et Gloria LeBlanc.
Absent:
Alfred Aucoin, Alfred Arthur Poirier and Leonard LeBlanc.
The Meeting was Called to Order at 7:07 pm.
The President opened the meeting by welcoming everyone.
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF 5 JANUARY
The Minutes were accepted with the following corrections: Lynn Deveau should be
added to the list of members present at the meeting and Denise’s surname is now
Arsenault and not Poirier. Michele Pothier moved that the Minutes be approved with the
required corrections made. Lynn Deveau seconded the motion. Motion carried
NEW BUSINESS
a) Round Table Discussions:
Stéfan suggested that we could use less paper by not printing the agenda or minutes in
hard copy but send them by email instead. However, if someone required a printed copy,
they could request this in advance from the President. The Committee agreed to this
b) First Reading of the Policies and Procedures to be established for the CCCL: Paul
explained the necessity of establishing policies and procedures for our organization.
Suggested policies had been drafted by a sub-committee and were distributed to the
members of the committee as a whole. A discussion followed about the suggested draft
policies and amendments were suggested. The second draft, with the amendments
included, will be sent by email to the committee members for further study.
c) Lyne informed that NIRCA will be hosting a public meeting on April 15 to discuss,
among other things, the financial situation of that entity.
d) Alcida reported to the Board on the concerns of the seniors: They would like to have
an elevator installed in the Père Leblanc seniors’ apartments and the roads kept in better
condition; they are concerned about the lack of beds at the hospital caused by the
necessity of keeping patients there who should be in the nursing home which does not
have space to accommodate them. they would like to have service provided in French by
the paramedics; they would like to have personnel from the Department of Transportation
come to Chéticamp at least once a week to provide services for renewing drivers’
licenses, etc.; and, finally, they have voiced their concerns about the possibility of a large
sum of money being spent on installing an airport in Margaree, which they oppose. Marie
Aucoin proposed and Perry Muise seconded the motion that a letter from the CCCL be

sent to the Department of Transportation, citing the concerns of the seniors about the lack
of service here for the renewal of licences, etc. The motion passed.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned. The next meeting was scheduled for May 4 at 7:00 pm.
[The original minutes (French version) were signed by Lyne Larade, President CCCL as
recorded by Denise Arsenault. Marie Aucoin translated the French to English version of
the Minutes.]
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